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Kingdom of The Blind by Louise Penny 

When Louise Penny’s husband died a couple of years 

ago, she said she wouldn’t write the Chief Inspector 

Armand Gamache stories any more. Fortunately, this 

great female writer who lives on the south shore of 

the St. Lawrence river not far from Montreal has 

written another novel: 

When a peculiar letter arrives inviting Armand 

Gamache to an abandoned farmhouse, the former 

head of the Sûreté du Québec discovers that a 

complete stranger has named him one of the executors 

of her will. Still on suspension, and frankly curious, 

Gamache accepts and soon learns that the other two 

executors are Myrna Landers, the bookseller from 

Three Pines, and a young builder.  

None of them had ever met the elderly woman. 

The will is so odd and includes bequests that are so 

wildly unlikely that Gamache and the others suspect 

the woman must have been delusional. But what if, 

Gamache begins to ask himself, she was perfectly 

sane?  

When a body is found, the terms of the bizarre will 

suddenly seem less peculiar and far more menacing. 

But it isn’t the only menace Gamache is facing.  

The investigation into what happened six months 

ago―the events that led to his suspension―has 

dragged on, into the dead of winter. And while most 

of the opioids he allowed to slip through his hands, in 

order to bring down the cartels, have been retrieved, 

there is one devastating exception. 

Enough narcotic to kill thousands has disappeared 

into inner city Montreal. With the deadly drug about 

to hit the streets, Gamache races for answers. 

 

Wintertime 

Children looking through the glass 

Waiting for snowflakes to pass 

 

Out there stands a snowman now 

Winter sure puts on a good show 

I must believe it’s so 

Everything is covered in snow 

 

Happy children everywhere 

Riding on toboggans here and there 

Making snow angels is fun to do 

Skating on frozen ponds too 

 

After enjoying all that 

Children run for home and hot chocolate 

Then off to a warm bed 

To dream of the fun they had 

 

Written by Aberdeen Gardens resident Marie L. 

 
 

Residents’ Resolutions of New Years Past 

“I wouldn’t have resolutions really. I would have 

thoughts about things I would do differently, and this 

would then make things better.”      Millie 

“Same old ones; you’re going to lose weight; you’re 

going to save money… simple things. I did alright. But 

they’re only a promise to yourself, so you don’t have to 

keep it.”     Beverly  

“We all do New Year’s Resolutions because it’s a 

tradition.” Every year I would go out dancing on New 

Year’s. When I young I’d call up my best girl and go out. 

Have a drink and wear a funny hat.”  John 

“We use to go out to the Royal Connaught Hotel in 

Hamilton. We would spend a fortune on our dresses. It 

was a dinner and dance. The biggest night of the year 

and your boyfriend would take you out. It was a big 

deal.”      Jeanie  

“I would go out dancing and enjoyed being with 

everybody”   lsobel 
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Message from the Executive Director - Maddi 
 
The New Year is here. I love the sound of 2020. 

We have celebrated so much and have shown 

so much gratitude. In November and early 

December, Barb and her activity team did a hat 

and gloves drive, and Doug our Environmental 

services manager challenged everyone to 

donate. We continued on the giving with a 

$6000 donation to Martha House, Good 

shepherd, from our newly formed Greenwood 

Gives Foundation. Our home office has started 

a foundation to support women in need and we 

are off and running with a nice donation given 

in 2019. In 2020 look to our Facebook site, we 

will have a link for folks to donate throughout 

the year.  Take care everyone! 

Message from the Activity Director- Barb  
 
This month our theme is New Year, New You. The  
Tanjay/Alia store will be coming to set up a trunk  
show to show off their latest fashions. Shoppers  
Drug Mart will be showing their latest beauty tips 
for the new year. Glamour Gals will be coming to  
do make overs. There will be a draw for a  
free haircut with Dora for one lucky resident. As  
inspiration we will be showing the Julia Roberts  
movie Eat, Pray, Love.  
 
Here’s to a year of: 
Better habits 

Positive thinking 

Clean eating 
Most of all, 
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Celebrating January 
 

Jan 1.      HAPPY NEW YEAR 
Jan 2.      Wallmart (21st,30th) 
                Kents Sing a long (9th,16th,23rd,30th) 
Jan 3.      Giant Tiger 
Jan 4.      John and Sheila  
Jan 6.      Town Hall Meeting 
                 Venessa on Piano (13th,20th,27th) 

Jan 7.      Flamboro Casino 
                 Elvis with Bruce Tournay 
                 Akiko on the Flute (21 st, 28th) 
Jan 8.      Swing Band 
                 Henry on the Piano (15th,22nd,29th) 
Jan 9        Lunch Critics Mandarin 
Jan 10      Alia/TanJay Truck Show 
                 Shoppers Drug Mart Beauty 
session 
Jan 11.     Columbia Incredibles (18th,25th) 
Jan 14      Limeridge Mall 
Jan 15      Classics with Laura 
Jan 16      Dollar Tree 
Jan 17      Talk & Tea Tchaikovsky 
                  Grand Pals Program 
Jan 18       Cam Woolvett 
Jan 22       Reading Buddies 
Jan 23       Alina on Piano 
Jan 24       Highland Dancers 
Jan  25      Marion Shynal 
Jan 26       Jeff Gurney 
Jan  28      Birthday Party with Paula French 

Jan 29       Lyonsgate Show& Tell 
Jan 31       Activity Planning Meeting 
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THE PADLOCK by resident Ken D 
Myself and two others, preteen boys were out for a bike 

ride to Ainsley Woods. We road till we came to the Long 

Wood road bridge, here we stopped and looked over the 

side of the bridge. Part of Ansley Woods ran through the 

valley down below we decided to go down to the bottom 

and have a look. On one side of the bridge was Paddy 

Greens Hotel, on the other Westinghouse. We road over 

and locked our bikes on the Paddy Greens side, I had 

forgotten a lock but one of the guys had a large padlock, 

and locked both our bikes together, down the bank we 

went sliding to the bottom. We spent an hour checking 

out the valley before deciding to leave, suddenly there 

was a loud crash of broken glass. We went over there to 

have a look. Westinghouse was dumping failed light bulbs 

and fluorescent tubes into the valley, most of them looked 

good to us; but as I stepped around them my leg came in 

contact with a broken fluorescent tube, blood started to 

squirt I had cut an artery. Panicking I left friends and ran 

back, my thinking was to get on my bike and head home, 

bad idea. By this time, I was feeling dizzy. I grabbed my 

bike but it was locked with my friends’ padlock, turning I 

saw a couple in the parking lot and went to them for help. 

The man fashioned a tourniquet for my leg then drove me 

to St. Joseph’s hospital. An operation repaired my leg and 

a month later I was as good as new but was it the 

operation, the tourniquet or the padlock that may have 

saved my life. I have to think it was the padlock.  

 

 

With temperatures plummeting one 
enterprising charity firm has introduced an 
initiative idea to help the homeless stay warm. 

A very big problem is convincing more to come 
in off the streets, if only for a few hours of 
warmth and sustenance “We try to convince 
them. “Unfortunately, the situation is that we 
can move very few people, even in this 
extremely cold weather. 

To give extra help to the homeless, people 
have been hanging up their unwanted coats on 
poles and trees with kind note that reads “Iam 
not lost please take me if you need me” 

“This small idea has spread nation-wide, now 
there are more than 1000 places like this in 
Hungary and around the world with a thousand 
of coats that already have new owners. 

Now that’s a great act of kindness !!! 

  

Brain Games 
 

As we age, we might misplace  
our keys or forget the names  

of people we know. These  
forms of memory loss might  
lead to worries about cognitive 

decline and even the onset of diseases such as 
Alzheimer’s and dementia. Enter the industry of 

brain teasers and brain games, which promise  
to strengthen our minds and stave off cognitive 
decline. January is International Brain Teaser 

Month, but can these brain games actually  
fulfill the promises of mental acuity they so 

readily advertise? 

Computerized brain-training programs are a  
$1.3 billion-a-year industry. Some of the world’s 
best neuroscientists have even designed brain 

games they tout as the best on the market. If  
you have bought into the notion that playing daily 
brain games can help keep your mind sharp, you 

are by no means alone. Sure, there is abundant 
evidence to suggest that living in an enriched 

environment with lots of stimulation can create 
positive changes in the brain. However, can  
a computer screen replicates such enriched 

environments? The general consensus of  
the scientific community is “no.” There is no 

conclusive evidence that routinely playing brain 
games will improve cognitive performance in 
everyday life. Nor does evidence exist that  

brain teasers will ward off any form of cognitive 
slowing or brain disease associated with aging. 

This does not mean that people should avoid  

brain teasers, especially if they enjoy them. 
However, other studies do show how exercise  

and socialization have positive effects on 

cognition. So perhaps the best solution is to  
play your brain games with a friend, rather than  
sitting alone in front of a computer. Better yet, 

take that friend and join a juggling club or play 
bridge, and then enjoy a lunch of brain-friendly 

foods such as vegetables. It seems that the 
healthiest modes of living for both the body and  
the brain are the ones we have been practicing  

for centuries: eating healthfully, exercising,  
and spending time with friends and family. 

New Year’s Resolutions 

Appreciate the small things in life 

And try to give in big measures 

Laughter, understanding and joy 

A hug when it is needed 

To listen when someone is stressed 

With activities of daily living 

To ease the pain of those who weep 

And comfort those who are weary 

Try to impart from the depth of your heart 

With kindness, love and caring 

That the best things in life are free to give 

And bring peace to those who receive them 

  

Written by resident Margaret G 

Thoughts to Ponder 

Every year I make a resolution to change myself....... 

this year making a resolution to be myself! 

Remember you can reset your resolutions on January 

14th (Orthodox New Year) and January 25th (Chinese 

New Year). After that, even I can't help you. 

Many things can be preserved in alcohol this New 

Year’s Eve. DIGNITY is not one of them.  
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